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Executive Summary

Californians are getting crushed by electric and gas utility rate hikes — with some residents seeing bills 

that DOUBLED or TRIPLED during the month of January 2023 alone. But even without the recent price 

spikes (caused partially by a disruption in natural gas supplies to the state), California’s electricity and gas 

rates are substantially higher than the national average. 

While California politicians are deflecting the blame to utility company profits, an analysis of utility rates in 

California conducted by the Transparency Foundation reveals that numerous “hidden state taxes” and 

costly state government climate mandates are actually behind the price gouging.  

In fact, after examining the specific “rate cases” filed by utility companies with the California Public Utility 

Commission (CPUC), the Transparency Foundation discovered over $4.5 billion in charges imposed by the 

state government for various discretionary state government programs — amounting to what we call a 

massive “hidden state tax” on utility bills at a total combined tax rate of over 10% on top of the rates 

already being charged (See costs shaded in green in full rate analysis in Appendices A & B). 

Even worse, these taxes are not disclosed on individual ratepayer bills – and instead ratepayers are left to 

mistakenly believe that the modest “State Energy Tax” that appears on their bill is the only tax imposed.   

On top of the $4.5 billion in “hidden state taxes” on utility rates, California’s aggressive climate change 

mandates have both increased the commodity prices of electricity and natural gas as well as been the 

primary contributor to price spikes during supply disruptions. The Transparency Foundation identified that 

between 70-80% of electric utility costs and 60-80% of gas utility costs are unnecessarily increased by 

additional state regulations (See costs shaded in yellow in full rate analysis in Appendices A & B).

California electricity rates are 67.1% higher than the national average — and 76.4% higher than rates in 

Texas. For natural gas, California’s rates are 30.1% higher than the national average.  While some of these 

costs could be market-driven, the Transparency Foundation concludes that California state government 

hidden taxes and mandates are resulting in an increased cost to consumers by at least 1/3rd of their bill — 

if not closer to half of their bill.
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These national rate comparisons tell an incomplete story, however, because they do not include an 

additional California fee known as the “High Usage” Tax. This tax is imposed on any household using more 

energy than the California state government thinks is “appropriate.” High Usage rates are 25% higher than 

the rates reflected above. 

Worse, as more California state climate change mandates kick in (such as bans on natural gas appliances), 

California’s electricity and gas prices will skyrocket even higher.

10 Key Findings of the Transparency 
Foundation’s Analysis of California Electricity 

and Gas Utility Rates

#1. State Politicians — Not the Utilities — Set Rates 

Did you know that electric and gas utilities in California — as with other regulated utilities across the 

US--do not set the rates they charge you as a customer?  

The high rates you are paying are actually set by the politicians through their appointees on the California 

Public Utilities Commission CPUC, and they do it by adding on extra programs and mandates that are 

essentially state taxes in disguise. These disguised taxes are duplicative or unrelated to the provision of 

core utility service.  

If you are unhappy with the rates you pay, blame your state politicians for adding in unnecessary costs — 

not just the utility company (See Appendix C for more information).

#2. The Profits of Utilities in California are Capped — to Benefit Politicians and Utility 
Companies, Not the Ratepayers 

While California politicians and media outlets try to shift the blame of high rates to profit-taking by utility 

companies, The Transparency Foundation analyzed the audited financial statements of several utility 

companies in California for 2021 and found profit margins to be lower than the national average for similar 

utility companies.

•  Supply Restrictions:
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The simple fact is, state politicians not only control the rates you are charged, but they also control the 

amount of profit that a utility can make off of selling electricity or gas in the state. In fact, profit margins are 

highly regulated and capped by the CPUC — but there is a catch. 

While the profit margin is capped, if the cost of providing electricity or gas increases because of state 

government mandates, the total dollar value of the profit generated by the utility also increases. 

This is almost certainly the reason why utilities remain silent about the true drivers of cost increases to 

ratepayers.

Utilities do not fight onerous hidden taxes and unnecessary mandates imposed by state politicians 

because in the end these costs are simply passed on to the ratepayers — and the dollar value of the utility 

profit margin increases. The utility’s profits are protected by those same politicians. 

So while politicians — and even the media — will claim rates are spiking because of excessive profiteering 

by energy executives, this data and the legal reality of rate-setting refute that claim. We must remember 

that any profit has been expressly approved by the politicians themselves — provided that utility 

companies keep their mouths shut on how the rates are set.

#3. Californians Forced to Pay Higher Rates to Subsidize Free Electricity and Gas for Their 
Neighbors 

Do you think you should be forced to pay your neighbor’s electricity or gas bill when they decide to skip a 

month? Should you be forced to pay to install new windows or a new appliance in your other neighbor’s 

home? 

California politicians have imposed a “hidden state tax” on your utility bill called the “Public Purpose 

Program” to tax you to provide funding to a state government program run through the utility companies to 

provide free utilities and home retrofits to your neighbors who request them. 

State politicians say these programs are needed to help the poor who can’t pay high utility rates — so they 

increase utility rates with a hidden tax to generate funding which is given to utilities in order to cover 

certain households’ bills. Of course the politicians promote these programs as though it came from their 

generosity when in fact the funds all came from ratepayers themselves. 

California ratepayers are also forced to pay higher utility rates for various “diversity” programs to provide 

government assistance to “underrepresented communities.”  

#4. California State “Climate Change” Mandates are Spiking Electricity and Gas Prices 

Starting nearly 20 years ago, California began putting most of the controversial “Green New Deal” climate 

change mandate proposals into law — and its high prices for electricity and gas are starting to reflect that 

decision. 

In fact, in its 2023 rate case Pacific Gas & Electric admits the rate increases they seek are directly driven 

by “the impact of the State’s decarbonization strategy.” 

Among some of California’s current climate change mandates are: 

• Supply Restrictions: California has restricted the production of cost-efficient electricity and natural

gas — ranging from costly regulations on existing facilities to outright bans (nuclear power plants).

Any increased costs of production or commodity price spikes due to the state restricting the supply
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•  Supply Restrictions:

of electricity and gas are automatically passed on to California ratepayers in the form of higher rates. 

• Cap and Trade Tax: On top of regulations and supply restrictions, any carbon-based form of energy

(e.g. natural gas) is immediately taxed under the cap-and-trade climate change tax in California.

California’s climate change tax is also passed on to rate payers in the form of higher utility rate

costs. (CPUC takes a portion of cap and trade taxes and “returns” them ratepayers in the form of a

modest credit once a year.)

• Climate Change Charges: These “hidden state taxes” raise the utility rates and the funds collected

cover various government programs politicians have set up to fund climate change projects (more

on this later)

The reality is renewable energy sources like wind and solar are substantially more expensive to use than 

traditional energy sources — and far less reliable. In fact, while politicians celebrate solar and wind, they 

do not disclose that natural gas plants are still needed to cover energy demand during the night or when 

the wind does not blow.  

And things will only be getting worse. In 2022, California politicians approved legislation that codifies the 

state’s goal of achieving carbon neutrality economywide by 2045 and a bill that sets a goal of 90% clean 

electricity by 2035.

Energy experts say that will cost hundreds of billions (possibly even trillions) of dollars in higher costs to 

California residents. The high rates being imposed on Californians seems to be the way state politicians 

intend to finance the costly Green New Deal transition to an all-renewable energy portfolio over the next 

twenty years. 

California’s self-inflicted energy problems are merely a glimpse of what Americans will see if the Green 

New Deal is implemented at the national level. 

#5. California State Policies Contributed to January 2023 Natural Gas Supply Disruptions 
and Rate Spikes – and New Natural Gas Appliance Bans Will Spike Prices Higher 

In January 2023, SDG&E disclosed that the commodity price for its natural gas was $3.45 — up from 60.7 

cents in February 2022. More than five times higher! Of course, because the commodity price is only a 

component of the rate charged to consumers for natural gas, the resulting rate increase was double or 

triple for many Californians. 

A major reason why the commodity price for natural gas spiked was due to a disruption in supply. 

According to the US Energy Information Agency, natural gas supplies were disrupted due to 

colder-than-expected temperatures in December across the country, unforeseen pipeline disruptions, and 

California’s low storage rate of natural gas. 

California, however, cannot be allowed to hide behind this supply disruption — because it has created its 

own supply disruptions through its misguided climate change mandates.  

While in 2012 California produced 248 billion cubic feet of natural gas within the state, since then Gov. 

Gavin Newsom and California liberal politicians have enacted gas and oil bans — with a mandate now 

codified in law to eliminate all oil and gas production in the state no later than 2045.   

An investment made by an energy company is typically made with a 30 to 50-year horizon for financial 

return. As a result of the impending bans, California state government decisions have made it impossible 

for energy and utility companies to invest in producing any additional natural gas supplies within the state.  
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Because of these policies, today California is forced to import over 85% of its natural gas.  

What’s worse, energy experts all point to California’s climate change mandates as the driver of a June 

2021 decision by Pacific Gas & Electric to dramatically reduce its investment in natural gas storage in 

California. On March 28, 2022 Standard and Poor’s reported: 

Because of a declining outlook for gas demand in California, it made sense for PG&E to exit 

commercial storage activity rather than upgrade its storage facilities at a cost of nearly $5 billion over 

a 20-year period. Instead, PG&E only maintains enough storage to balance its own system, 

supplemented by injection and withdrawal capacity from independent storage providers. The 

additional 51 Bcf of working gas capacity was necessary decades ago, but as winter-to-summer 

spreads continue to shrink and overall gas demand in California trends downward, (gas) storage has 

become less valuable.ii 

With less investment in gas storage due to California’s climate change mandates, there is less ability to 

cushion against supply disruptions.

In addition to statewide climate change mandates making natural gas investment financially impossible, 

nearly three dozen California cities have banned natural gas appliances in new homes — and two large 

cities (San Francisco and San Diego) are considering a costly retrofit mandate to force the removal of 

natural gas appliances in all existing homes and businesses. 

Banning natural gas appliances is quite wasteful. Less than 20% of net US energy consumption comes 

from the electrical grid; all the rest is the direct use of fossil fuel in transportation, industry or buildings. 

Using a gas stove within a house utilizes 98% of the value of natural gas whereas burning natural gas to 

convert it into electricity at best results in recapturing less than half the value of gas.  

Not only is direct use of natural gas much more efficient than electricity for water and space heating and 

clothes drying, but the question of where all the additional electricity will come from is noticeably absent 

from the narrative advanced by green energy advocates. Remember, because wind and solar are 

intermittent sources, with availability in the 30% range, electricity generation from natural gas as a back-up 

is always necessary.  Ratepayers will end up paying higher costs for electricity than they would have paid 

by simply using natural gas and utilizing its energy potential to the max. 

Utility executives understand all of this. In its 2023 gas rate case submitted to the CPUC, PG&E cites the 

impending ban on natural gas appliances as a core factor for its reduction in investment in natural gas 

capacity as well as its projection for higher gas utility rates:

Numerous cities have adopted ordinances prohibiting gas appliances in new construction. The 

projected decline in throughput may lead to a declining base of core customers who will pay for our 

gas system costs, with rate increases needed to cover that gap.iii

#6. California’s Mismanagement of Wildfire Risk Results in Higher Utility Rates 

Another “hidden state tax” on electric and gas bills in California relates to programs designed to manage 

the risk of wildland fires. There is no doubt that California needs to improve its management of wildland 

fires — but state government policies have actually been a much bigger driver of fires than utility 

operations.  

•  Supply Restrictions:

•  Cap and Trade Tax:

•  Climate Change Charges:
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PG&E admits in its 2023 rate case submission to the CPUC “Approximately 75% of the requested revenue 

requirement increase over 2022 adopted is for risk reduction in our gas and electric operations.”iv 

Why should Californians pay a hidden tax on utility bills to fund wildland fire programs when state policies 

have yet to be modernized to reduce the risk of fire (e.g. allowing controlled burns, thinning of forests, 

buffer zones, etc.)? 

#7. California Imposes Unnecessary Regulatory Costs by Duplicating Existing Federal 
Regulations 

In addition to “hidden state taxes” the Transparency Foundation analysis of the utility rate cases uncovered 

a number of costs associated with regulations imposed by California that may well duplicate federal 

regulations. 

For example, the federal government has numerous safety regulations for natural gas pipelines that work 

well across the country. However, California imposed even more stringent regulations without regard for 

the cost because, after all, the costs will be imposed on unsuspecting ratepayers.

These duplicative state regulatory programs and their costs should be re-evaluated using aggressive 

cost-benefit analysis. 

#8. California Failure to Produce Energy In-State Imposes Financial Losses on Ratepayers 

Because of the climate change mandates it has imposed, more than one-third of California’s electricity 

now must be imported from other states. This unnecessarily increases the costs to California ratepayers. 

While natural gas can be transported across distances with little loss, transporting AC electricity results in 

a substantial loss of power purchased by ratepayers. Because this power is wasted during transport, 

California ratepayers are being forced to pay for MORE electricity than they actually receive. These costs 

are imbedded in the electricity purchase costs of utility rate cases. 

According to Energy Information Agency data, more than a third of all US energy sources are used to 

generate electricity, but only half of this makes its way to the grid as useable electricity because of 

transmission and generation losses.  

#9. Local Government Mandates Increase Costs to Ratepayers 

A number of local government fees and taxes are included in the rate cases submitted by utilities.  Local 

governments have also engaged in predatory regulations and mandates that can substantially increase the 

cost of utility rates.   

For example, some cities are shifting the burden of their street maintenance costs to utilities through 

“curb-to-curb" mandates requiring utilities to completely repave or replace a road even if they have only 

made modest cuts in the roadway for pipe installations and replacements. 

Local government policies impacting utilities should be re-evaluated by the CPUC and monitored for 

appropriateness. Just as utilities don’t fight the imposition of state government mandates and taxes 

because the resulting added cost simply increases the dollar value of their profit, utilities also don’t fight 

local government mandates and taxes because the CPUC gladly allows them to pass these costs onto 

ratepayers. 
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#10. Rate Cases Lack Transparency 

The Transparency Foundation found it extremely difficult to fully classify costs presented in each utility’s 

rate case on file at the CPUC — and believes the lack of transparency is intentional. CPUC should revise 

how rate cases are presented to maximize the public’s understanding of what causes a utility to incur 

costs in each category. 

In analyzing the rate cases (see Appendices A and B), our experts categorized the various cost categories 

and charges into three categories: 

•  Supply Restrictions:

•  Cap and Trade Tax:

•  Climate Change Charges:
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Recommendations for Policy Makers 

The amount of excessive costs incurred by California utilities provides ample room for state politicians to 

provide immediate rate relief to Californians. While California politicians likely lack the political willingness 

to implement the following recommendations, financially these recommendations should be implemented 

immediately: 

$2,500 Utility Rebates 

California ratepayers should be compensated for years of being forced to pay “hidden state taxes.” 

Specifically, the California state legislature could use existing General Fund revenues to provide 

immediate rebates of up to $2,500 to California households. To accomplish this, the state would be 

hit with a one-time $12-15 billion outlay. 

25% Immediate Rate Reduction 

California ratepayers should receive a 25% reduction in their electricity and gas rates. While this is 

far below the 67% surcharge Californians pay for electricity and the 30% surcharge they pay for 

gas, a 25% reduction can be made with immediate regulatory relief and elimination of the “hidden 

state taxes” within each rate case. If programs are deemed to be valuable by the legislature, General 

Fund revenues can provide the funding for these government programs — not rates imposed on 

state residents.  

5 Year Rate Freeze 

California lawmakers should signal to the energy industry that it has learned from its costly 

experiment with the Green New Deal and is reversing its climate change mandates. With these 

policy changes will come substantial new investment by the energy sector in both production and 

storage in California — allowing long-term electricity and gas utility rate reduction to occur. 

•  Supply Restrictions:

•  Cap and Trade Tax:

•  Climate Change Charges:
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Appendix C 

Why are Utilities Rate-Regulated? 

The answer is a combination of the immutable physical laws governing electricity, and the political climate 

of the early 1900s when electric utilities began to spread across the US. 

Thomas Edison built the first commercial electricity grid system in New York City’s Lower East Side in 

1882—a direct current (DC) power and incandescent lighting system based upon a coal-fired generating 

dynamo at Pearl Street—and he did so on his own dime, inventing much of the power system hardware 

and technology along the way, confident that the advantages of electricity would eventually drive growth 

and profitability. Edison was right: despite business and technological competition with Westinghouse and 

Tesla (i.e., the DC vs AC “current wars) the demand for electrical service quickly grew. 

Had Edison been burdened with the kind of over-regulation and social program costs we see today, we 

might still be burning kerosene for light. 

It was Edison’s former secretary Samuel Insull, however, who created the modern electric utility model with 

the formation of Consolidated Edison in 1907 from 20 separate electric systems across Chicago. Insull saw 

that alternating current (AC) turbine generators and transformers1 were a scaleable technology; applied to 

a large enough market, this would create economies of scale that could solve the hard realities of 

electricity that remain with us today: peak/off peak demand, and the inability to store utility-scale 

electricity. Large markets power enabled differential pricing across a wide geographic area, allowing for 

more efficient and consistent load and reserve factors. Insull’s innovations quickly brought power costs 

down. 

These technology-based realities—the need to supply electricity on a constant basis, and the inability to 

store power—have not significantly changed.2 

With the expansion of Insull-pattern electric utilities, however, came state regulation. In early 20th century 

“Progressive era”, the growth of large and increasingly essential electric utilities too readily echoed the 

experience of the railroad and other monopolies. The necessity of huge capital investment to build the 

electric system and large-market tremendous economies of scale to make the service affordable inevitably 

meant that a single company would come to dominate a market; this this was recognized as a “natural 

monopoly” which therefore required state or other regulation so that society could enjoy its benefits 

without suffering the abuses all too common among monopolist owners.3

The Regulated Utility Model in Brief 

The tensions of a desirable public service and benefit against the perceived dangers of monopoly found a 

balance in what has become a longstanding regulated utility rate model.  

Essentially, this provides that all of a utility’s operating costs are covered as a direct pass-through to rate 

payers, while capital investment earns a fixed rate of return based on a “rate base” of depreciated assets. 

The state public utility commission (PUC) regularly reviews the “rate case”, which includes reasonable 

operating costs, and determines the rate base ROI. 

In other words, it is solely the net capital base that generates investment return, while operating costs are 

held harmless. The underlying theory is that all reasonable costs of providing a critical public utility 
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(including fuel, salaries, and maintenance) should be fully compensated to ensure good service, while 

investor return is sustained by steady stock- and bond-funded investment in the capital plant.  

Rates to customers, then, are based on the PUC’s determination of the utility’s total annual revenue 

requirement, which is typically expressed as:  RR = R(P – D) + C 

Note:  RR = revenue requirement; R = rate of return based upon the utility's weighted cost of capital across 

stocks and bonds; P = gross utility plant in service; D = accumulated depreciation; and, C = allowable 

operating costs, including depreciation expense and taxes. 

This structure can work well, but as we have seen in California and elsewhere it does create the temptation 

for a state—acting through its PUC—to lard non-utility social and political agenda onto the utility in the 

guise of operating and capital mandates. Uneconomic renewable energy programs are a prime example. A 

PUC will take pains to keep its captive agenda-transmission utility host alive, however, by ensuring that the 

utility’s additional, non-utility costs are covered by passing them through to ratepayers. These are taxes 

disguised as rates. 

Just as some disciplined regulation of utilities is necessary, we note that the public benefits of the 

regulated utility model can be substantial. This most comprehensive example of this was the Bell 

telephone system, or Ma Bell, which was arguably a key element throughout the rise of the United States’ 

economic power in the 20th Century. Bell extended and maintained physical, wired connections and 

supporting equipment across the country, and provided durable equipment and utterly reliable and 

dependable service; in exchange for all this, Bell earned a steady rate of return for its investors from its 

monopoly service charges. Bell perhaps went further, with its research and development arms (Bell Labs) 

that produced enormous technological advances in telecommunications and electronics.  

Ironically the first major challenge to the regulated model came with some of Bell’s innovations. The advent 

of the cellular or mobile phone technology by the 1990s obviated the need for a pre-built physically wired 

system, undercutting one of the key rationales for the regulated model.  Mobile phone service could be 

deregulated because the technology was in the handset; and mobile towers were not only cheap but were 

modular in terms of capacity, and readily scaled up to meet increasing service demand as necessary. 

Why Do Regulated Utilities Love Renewable Energy Standards? 

Renewable energy standards are an example of how otherwise uneconomic political mandates are still 

palatable to regulated utilities.  

As we noted above, Samuel Insull’s problem of reliably managing peak/off peak demand in the absence of 

practical storage remains with us today 140 years later. What this means in real terms is that most 

“renewable” electric generating alternatives are in effect useless without fossil fuel back-up. Solar and 

wind farms are extremely low-density power sources and consume vast amounts of land, but their main 

constraint is that they are only available about a third of the time in any given day, while the electric utility’s 

output must be 24/7. This is intuitive for solar systems, as useful sunlight is on average available for only 

eight hours a day, and that’s not even allowing for rain or clouds. Solar systems in northern latitudes are 

even less useful in short winter days. Wind systems even in the best (windiest) locales only produce 40% 

of the time, and this capacity factor is more commonly in the 30% range.  

As such, these systems are not economically practicable without heavy public subsidy. Wind power was 

quite common in Samuel Insull’s day, by the way; farms across the US were dotted with prefabricated, 

mail-order “Aeromoter” rotary wind vanes that were used to pump water for livestock tanks. This was a 

practical application of wind power, since the pumping did not need to occur 24/7; when the tank was full, 

the mechanical pump simply disengaged. 

•  Supply Restrictions:

•  Cap and Trade Tax:

•  Climate Change Charges:
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For the utility struggling to produce reliable, consistent  power, then, this means is that every new MW of 

solar or wind power must have fossil fuel back-up that is, moreover, instantaneously available should the 

wind suddenly die or cloud cover form. The only choice here is gas fired generation, which unlike a coal or 

nuclear plant can be powered up quickly.  

So, instead of satisfying power demand with a single and quite reliable fossil or nuclear powered 

generating station, renewable energy mandates dictate that the utility shutters perfectly good fuel plants 

and replace them with two new facilities:  a solar or wind farm that will work only a third of the time, and a 

new gas-fired power station that will likely be in operation from 70-100% of the time depending upon 

weather. 

Under the regulated utility model, then, the utility gets to recoup two sets of operating costs, and two sets 

of capital costs, thereby expanding its rate base What’s not to like? It’s a very attractive “heads I win, tails 

you lose” hand.

13

1 The advantage of AC is that it is very efficient to change voltage up or down via simple transformers, enabling high voltage 

transmission can be stepped down to lower voltage for household use. DC remains much more efficient for  long distance high 

voltage transmission, and is used, for example, to transmit power from Ontario Hydro to New York. 

2 Even Tesla’s largest “grid battery systems” sound large (150 MW) but can only produce power for less than two hours. By 

comparison, a moderate-sized coal-fired generating station can produce 500 MW of continuous power, hour and after hour. 

3 For electric and related water utilities, another route was municipal ownership, which we still have today California and other 

states (and exclusively so in some states such as Nebraska). The concepts of natural monopoly concept , right to fair return, and 

state power to regulate rates also have roots in various Supreme Court cases such as Binghampton Bridge (1865), Munn v. Illinois 

(1877), and Smyth v. Ames (1898). 
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Sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), Monthly Energy Review (April 2021), Tables 

1.3 and 2.1-2.6. 

Note: Sum of components may not equal total due to independent rounding. All source and end-use 

sector consumption data include other energy losses from energy use, not separately identified.  

See “Extended Chart Notes” on next page. 

a Primary energy consumption. Each energy source is measured in different physical units and converted to 

common British thermal units (Btu). See EIA's Monthly Energy Review (MER), Appendix A. Noncombustible 

renewable energy sources are converted to Btu using the “Fossil Fuel Equivalency Approach”,  

see MER Appendix E.  

b The electric power sector includes electricity-only and combined-heat-and-power (CHP) plants whose primary 

business is to sell electricity, or electricity and heat, to the public. Energy consumed reflects the approximate heat 

rates for electricity in MER Appendix A. The total includes electricity net imports, not shown separately. Electrical 

system energy losses are calculated as the primary energy consumed by the electric power sector minus the 

heat content of electricity retail sales. See Note 1, "Electrical System Energy Losses," at the end of 

MER Section 2. 

c End-use sector consumption of primary energy and electricity retail sales, excluding electrical system energy 

losses from electricity retail sales. Industrial and commercial sectors consumption include primary energy 

consumption by CHP and electricity- only plants contained within the sector.      

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57cdcacdd3e49a0d24838_Appendix%20A.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57b8074ba658ee9183c5b_MER%20Appendix%20E.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57c5a7b55445290683e11_MER%20Section%202.pdf
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Extended Chart Notes 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) U.S. energy consumption by source and sector chart illustrates 

energy that is consumed (used) in the United States. The data are from EIA’s Monthly Energy Review (MER) and 

include the relatively small amount of electricity net imports, not shown separately. The chart does not show 

energy production, nor the losses associated with energy production. 

Source: 

Energy sources are measured in different physical units: liquid fuels in barrels or gallons, natural gas in cubic 

feet, coal in short tons, and electricity in kilowatt hours. EIA converts each source into common British thermal 

units (Btu) to allow comparison among different types of energy. See MER Appendices A and E for further 

explanation. 

Petroleum: Equal to petroleum products supplied. Petroleum products are obtained from the processing of 

crude oil, natural gas, and other hydrocarbon compounds. Products include unfinished oils, hydrocarbon gas 

liquids, aviation gasoline, motor gasoline, jet fuel, kerosene, distillate fuel oil, residual fuel oil, petrochemical 

feedstocks, special naphthas, lubricants, waxes, petroleum coke, asphalt, road oil, still gas, and miscellaneous 

products. Petroleum excludes biofuels that have been blended with petroleum products. 

Natural gas: A gaseous mixture of hydrocarbon compounds, primarily methane, formed deep beneath the 

earth's surface over millions of years from the remains of plants and animals, chemicals, heat, and pressure. 

Natural gas excludes supplemental gaseous fuels. 

Coal: A combustible black or brownish-black sedimentary rock with a high amount of carbon and hydrocarbons 

formed from plant remains that have been compacted, hardened, chemically altered, and metamorphosed by 

heat and pressure over geologic time. Coal includes a relatively small amount of coal coke net imports. 

Renewable energy: Energy resources that are naturally replenishing but flow limited. They are virtually 

inexhaustible in duration but limited in the amount of energy that is available per unit of time. Renewable energy 

includes biomass, conventional hydroelectric power, geothermal, solar, and wind energy. 

Nuclear: Electricity generated using the thermal energy released from the fission of nuclear fuel in a reactor. 

Electric power sector: 

Electricity retail sales: The amount of electricity sold to customers purchasing electricity for their own use and 

not for resale. 

Electrical system energy losses: The amount of energy lost during the generation, transmission, and 

distribution of electricity, including plant and unaccounted-for uses. Electrical system energy losses are 

calculated as the difference between total primary consumption by the electric power sector (see MER Table 

2.6) and the total energy content of electricity retail sales (MER Tables 7.6 and A6). 

Most electrical system energy losses occur in the generation of electricity at electric power plants, which use 

primary energy to turn electric generators. This conversion loss is a thermodynamically necessary feature of 

steam-electric and combustion (gas) turbines. Other losses include power plant use of electricity, transmission, 

and distribution of electricity from power plants to end-use consumers, heat produced from combined-heat-and-

power (CHP) 

plants, and unaccounted-for electricity. See the endnotes of MER Section 2 for further explanation. 

https://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57af5b960613ba7a0a577_MER%20Appendices%20A%20and%20E.pdf
https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57c5a7b55445290683e11_MER%20Section%202.pdf
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Another part of electrical system energy losses is a result of imputing fossil energy equivalent inputs for 

noncombustible renewable energy sources (hydroelectric, geothermal, solar thermal, photovoltaic, and wind 

energy). See MER Appendix E for further explanation. 

End-use sector: 

Total energy consumption by end-use sectors in this chart exclude electrical system energy losses and differ 

from the totals published in MER Table 2.1, which allocates electrical system energy losses proportionally to 

the amount of electricity retail sales to each end-use sector. 

Transportation: Includes energy used by automobiles; trucks; buses; motorcycles; trains, subways, and other 

rail vehicles; aircraft; and ships, barges, and other waterborne vehicles whose primary purpose is transporting 

people and/or goods from one physical location to another. Vehicles whose primary purpose is not 

transportation (e.g., construction cranes and bulldozers, farming vehicles, and warehouse forklifts) are 

classified in the sector of their primary use. Also includes natural gas used in the operation of natural gas 

pipelines. 

Industrial: Includes energy consumed for manufacturing (NAICS codes 31-33); agriculture, forestry, fishing, 

and hunting (NAICS code 11); mining, including oil and gas extraction (NAICS code 21); construction (NAICS 

code 23); and combined-heat-and-power (CHP) generators that produce electricity and/or useful thermal 

output primarily to support the above-mentioned industrial activities. 

Residential: Includes energy used for space heating, water heating, air conditioning, lighting, refrigeration, 

cooking, and running a variety of other appliances in the living quarters of private households. 

Commercial: Includes energy consumed by businesses; federal, state, and local governments; other private 

and public organizations, such as religious, social, or fraternal groups; institutional living quarters; sewage 

treatment facilities; and CHP generators that produce electricity and/or useful thermal output primarily to 

support the activities of the above-mentioned commercial establishments. 

Other energy losses: 

Similar to electrical system energy losses, there are also other energy losses in energy production, distribution, 

and consumption. However, these losses are not shown separately in the chart because data are not available 

for EIA to estimate these losses. 

All uses of primary energy have efficiency losses, in the form of heat, when energy is converted to do useful 

work. Examples include when motor gasoline is burned to move vehicles, when natural gas is burned to heat 

homes, or in any other use of combusted fuels. There are also losses in the transformation of one form of 

energy to another form of energy. For example, there are transformation losses in the process of refining crude 

oil into usable petroleum products, processing natural gas into marketable dry gas, and in the process of 

transforming energy from the sun into usable energy by solar panels. The Lawrence Livermore National 

Laboratory has published estimates of primary energy losses by end-use sector by applying an end use 

efficiency factor to EIA’s Monthly Energy Review consumption data. 

https://uploads-ssl.webflow.com/639ba3621a72923685807b82/63e57b8074ba658ee9183c5b_MER%20Appendix%20E.pdf
https://flowcharts.llnl.gov/
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Become a Whistleblower 

Do you have information about the topics discussed in this report? We would like to hear from YOU! 

The Transparency Foundation has a strict policy of protecting any Whistleblower who steps forward with 

information relating to potential wrong-doing in the government or in the use of taxpayer funds. Please 

contact us!

The Transparency Foundation 

PO Box 27227 

San Diego, CA 92198 

(619) 272-6225

info@TheTransparencyFoundation.org 

Our Mission 

The Transparency Foundation is a 501c3 nonprofit, nonpartisan organization committed to making 

public institutions more transparent and accountable to the people they serve.

The Foundation sponsors investigatory research projects on a range of issues related to public finance and 

government performance, including how government manages its finances, whether government funds are 

being used for intended and legitimate purposes, what tangible outcomes are produced from government 

programs, what is the true cost of a program, how does a program compare to benchmarks, and how 

government can improve its overall transparency, accountability and performance.

The findings from our investigatory research projects are be released to the public and any potential 

violations of the law are referred to the appropriate government agency of jurisdiction.   
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End Notes

https://www.eei.org/-/media/Project/EEI/Documents/Issues-and-Policy/Finance-And-Tax/Financial_Review/FinancialReview_20
21.pdf

https://www.spglobal.com/commodityinsights/en/market-insights/latest-news/natural-gas/032822-us-pacific-gas-storage-regio
n-closes-gap-despite-massive-reclassification

https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/about-pge/company-information/regulation/general-rate-case/PGE-GRC-Appli
cation-2023.pdf Page 8. 

https://www.pge.com/pge_global/common/pdfs/about-pge/company-information/regulation/general-rate-case/PGE-GRC-Appli
cation-2023.pdf Page 6. 
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